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to offer an answer to the question, "To what objects do we
attend?"
Attention is, perhaps, the most important manifestation of
the general power of selection, which Drevcr has distinguished
as one of the three main characteristics of the psychical. What
is it that determines the selection of one thing rather than
another as the object of attention? It is often said that sense-
impressions are selected on account of their intensity or sudden-
ness ; we readily attend, for example, to a flash of lightning or
to the noise made by something falling. But this does not
get to the root of the matter, for if we arc really absorbed in
a task we may go on attending to it while a continued loud
noise is affecting our ears. The real reason why such things
are peculiarly apt to become objects of attention is not so
much that they are intense or sudden as that they readily
excite in us wonder or fear: in other words, to use McDougalPs
familiar metaphor, they are keys that fit the locks of instinc-
^tive dispositions. In man, at least, these natural excitants of
instincts need not necessarily be sense-impressions: they may
equally well be memory-images or ideas. When we cannot
sleep we can discover, by a little introspection, that we are
attending to something that is exciting an instinctive disposi-
tion. Now we attend to such objects because they matter
intensely to us—in other words, because we are interested in
them; and the things that matter most to us are the objects
that awaken our instincts. So it is our instincts, in the first
instance, that select for us our objects of attention.
We have just used, almost inadvertently, the word 'in-
terested.* Before we can proceed to bring out the close con-
nexion between interest and attention we must try to clear
up the meaning of this somewhat over-used word. At least
three meanings may be distinguished.
It is useful to remember the derivation of the word. In
Latin the word 'interest' means 'it matters/ or 'it concerns.'
Now a thing that interests us is just something that concerns
us or matters to us. We may, if we please, say that a person's
interests are those objects of his experience that matter to him.
If we do so we give the word an objective meaning, using it

